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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION

Technical Committee No. 3 Documentation and graphical symbols

Result of the Workshop on new Project proposals, 1997-10-20

1. Opening, general introduction

The Chairman of TC3 opened the workshop and welcomed the participants (27 persons). He
pointed out that the proposals that had been prepared were considered as stage 0 work that had
been taken care  of by SC3B/WG2.

The Chairman also pointed out that in this work shop the participants do not represent their
National Committees, but are there as experts as in a WG.

The participants were then  asked to introduce themselv es and tell which SC interest that
represented. (For the list of participants, see document 3(New Delhi/Secretariat)11 .)

2. Presentation and discussion of Project description: Fully electronic handling of
graphical symbols with attached information, document  3/506/INF

The conv enor of SC3B/WG, Mr. Reuter, introduced the subject.

WG2 has done some thinking about  how we should modernise our ways of working. We hav e
now a number of new tools for the future, but we are not equipped to respond quickly enough in
the time of Internet.

IEC 60617 (dev eloped by SC3A) and IEC 60417 (dev eloped by SC3C) are natural database
applications.

Today it is also preferable to make such applications av ailable ov er the www on the Internet. If it
should be av ailable publicly or hav e restricted access is another matter.

IEC/CO has responded positiv ely to a question whether or not they were willing to set up the
infrastructure necessary for such applications: They were willing to prov ide the infrastructure for
such data bases but not to key in data.

Mr. Cordelier: A recommendation to install such a data base in the Central Office has been
prepared. It will be dealt with by the CA at its meeting 97-10-21. This recommendation suggests
that the maintenance agency is to be prov ided by a NC.

The project description was then presented with the help of a series of slides (av ailable as
meeting document, will be put on the TC3 web serv er). See Annex A.
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Discussions:

Mr. Brigham said that the work with the internal SC3C data base for IEC 60417 has shown that
the v alidation is a problem. The procedures will need to be made appropriate.

Mr. Viitanen: What about simulation data? Mr Reuter responded that we need to be clear on what
we hav e in the data base. We are basically dealing with symbols that are related to products (or
other concepts). Simulation models are not related to the symbols, but to the products. Simulation
matters also raises a number of other matters, such as language, which we are not equipped to
deal with.

Mr. Bodin: How would such a data base fit into what users already may hav e in their CAD
systems?

Mr. Brükner said that in CAD systems data bases the graphical symbol is only one part. Symbols
exactly as they appear in IEC 60617 is only a minor part of that. The other sysmbols are
combined or adapted to suit the actual need.

Mr. Radley: Option C (users of CAx systems) need to be integrated in the original planning, ev en
if only want to go for option B right now. In the work with IEC 61360 we hav e found that CGM is
hardly used . Therefore alternativ e graphical formats need to be prov ided.

Mr. Brigham: The migration of the SC3C data base into a new structure is no immediate need.
parallel dev elopment is preferable.

Mr. Pettersen: Is IEC 60617 good enough for this type of application? Mr Reuter said that IEC
60617 contains a number of known errors. Also data bases can contain errors, but the putting of
the publication into a more clearly structured data base may take away some.

Summary with regard to the proposals in 3/506/INF:

It was the meaning of the work shop that:

• We need a data base applications to manage the symbols of IEC 60617.

• We want this application made in such a way that it can accommodate symbols also prepared
by ISO (e.g. ISO 14617). A normal user (standardises are not ”normal”) should not need to
worry about which organisation that has issued a graphical symbol.

• SC3C has already a data base for internal use. Therefore, for IEC 60417 (and corresponding
ISO standards) a migration should be planned.

• Regarding the question for whom the data bases are, the answer was to go for option B, i.e. for
users of symbols in DTP (Desk Top Publishing) systems, howev er, with the intent to go for
option C, i.e. for users of symbols in CAx systems later on. This need to be considered when
defining the information model for the data base.

• We want a web application so that it can be easily accessible for anyone, without any
specialised software. This is necessary already for the internal use within the committee.
Commercial and other considerations prohibit today a public use of a such a data base, but
that may change in the future, and then the databases should be prepared for it.

• For the maintenance and v alidation we need to dev elop new procedures, that support the new
technique.
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• We propose that a task force is set up for the checking of the applicability of the proposed
structure. This should contain participants from SC3A, SC3B, SC3C, SC3D and relev ant
ISO/TCs (ISO/TC10, TC145).

These considerations are to be further discussed in the SC’s.

Decision on the possible setting up of a task force  will be taken at the TC3 meeting.

3. Presentation and discussion of Project description: Information and
documentation created after the commissioning phase, document  3/507/INF

The conv enor presented the document and related it to the model of AP212.

Discussion:

Mr. Nicholsson wondered what was meant: We are forced to prov ide information for the
maintenance in the form of instructions and manuals already.

Mr. Brückner agreed and said that what we are traditionally doing is to prov ide information
cov ering more than one purpose, because we want to as little documentation as possible. With
modern technique it is possible to prov ide better purpose related documentation without too much
effort.

Mr Pettersen added that the size of he plant/product need to be taken into account.

Mr v an Noesel agreed and noted the life cycle consideration is essential: the life time for a power
plant  compared to radio set is quite different. Additionally already thousands of data element
types are av ailable.

Summary: No real conclusion. The subject will be considered again in SC3B

4. Presentation and discussion of Project description: Companion standard to STEP
AP 212: Electrical design and installation, document  3/508/INF

The conv enor presented the document and related it to the model of AP212. AP212 is done in
such a way that attributes can be attached to any entity. These need to be taken from other
sources. IEC 61360-4 is such a source, but for plant design we need quite number of other data
element types.

IEC 61360 prov ide the general rules.

Mr. Radley said that this is a new area of activ ity for SC3D that was discussed already last year.
Since then we hav e found that IEC 61360 is not applicable in all cases.

Mr. Selv ik added that what he has found to be needed in an ESPRIT project (ELECTRONET)  are
collections of data element collections per generic object type.

The discussion was ended due to lack of time.

It will be taken up again in the SC3B meeting.

_____________________

Revision B: The Annex A has been added.
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IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 1 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

A data base implementation for graphical symbols

• Some issues
• What is the planned purpose ?
• Where is the market ?
• Who are the users ?
• Short reaction to requests of users
• Other procedures
• Good quality
• Low cost for user
• Resources
• Available in the WWW via Browser
• Decentralised maintenance and data entry
• Single consistent data base

IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 2 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

A data base implementation for graphical symbols
For whom ?

What are the choices:

• Option A: for the standardizers ?
• Option B: for users of symbols in DTP systems ?
• Option C: for users of symbols in CAx Systems ?
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IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 3 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

A data base implementation for graphical symbols

• Proposal is based on the core model defined in ISO/IEC
11714-2 supplemented by the requirements of the
publication IEC 14617 and
ISO 14617 associated with a symbol definition

•
• Following the rules established in the basic publication

ISO/IEC 11714-1...3 and IEC 61360
•

• ISO/IEC 11714 is the basic publication for future editions
of IEC 60617, ISO 14617 and future ISO/IEC 41617

IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 4 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols 
- Definition of symbols

symbol_definition

String
module_size

source_reference
String

Real
scaling_factor

String
symbol_type

allowed_versions
String

graphics
String

String
symbol_name

String
symbol_form

remark
String

Open questions:

- Reference to  
single or multiple file formats?
- Storage of single or multiple 
symbol versions ?
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IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 5 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols 
- Referencing to multiple file formats

For the case of a single symbol
version and multiple file formats

file_name
String

physical_format
available_ as S[1:?]

symbol_definition

file_type
String

IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 6 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols 
- Version of symbols

version_name
String

graphics
String

symbol_version
For the case of a single file format
and multiple symbol versions!
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IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 7 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols 
- Referencing to multiple file formats

version_name
Stringsymbol_version For the case of multiple symbol

versions and multiple file
formats

physical_format
available_ as S[1:?]

file_name
String

file_type
String

IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 8 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols
- Description, language and source

description
String

Enumeration  
language_code

String
source_reference

ISO 639
two-letter codesymbol_description
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IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 9 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols
- Management of application notes

application_note

note
String

language_code

String
source_reference

ISO 639Enumeration  

IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 10 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols
- Interrelationship of symbols

symbol_example_
relationship

String
has_example

String
is_example_of
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IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 11 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols
- History of symbols

symbol_history_
relationship

String
replacing

String
replaced_by

IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 12 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols
- Classification

classification
Enumeration  

coded_symbol_class

String
source_reference

Which classification standards
are supported ?
- former IEC 750, IEC 204-2
- clear text ?
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IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 13 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols
- Associated data element type definitions

DET_definition

DET_code

String  
preferred_name

String
source_reference

String

IEC 61360-4 

Enumeration  or

Should the DET Code be an
enumeration from IEC 61360-4
or freely selectable ?

IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 14 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols
- Organizational  issues

organization

String
organization

String
date

reason
String

status

String
source_reference

Enumeration  
requested
working
released
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IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 15 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols
- How to capture change requests for next edition ?

change_request

String
organization

String
date

reason
String

status

String
source_reference

Enumeration  
requested
working
released

IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 16 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols
- How to find a symbol ?

index
list_of_indices

String
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IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 17 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Data base structure for graphical symbols
- The data model (incomplete)

organization

application_note

DET_definition

classification

symbol_version symbol_description

index

symbol_definition

symbol_example_
relationship

work_order

 S[1:?]

S[1:1]

S[0:?]

S[1:?]

S[1:?]

S[0:?]S[1:?] S[0:?]

symbol_history_
relationship

IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 18 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

What about the CO’s support?

• Support from CO
• Supplies system infrastructure for DB in WWW
• Requires final data base structure before start
• Requires data base query sheets (predefined templates)
• Requires role definitions for protection purpose
• Wishes graphics in CGM format
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IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 19 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

What needs to be done?

• Definition of data base structure
• Identification of data base structure elements in  IEC 60617
• Definition of applicable standards (classification, DET, etc.)
• New procedures for the maintenance and symbol application

request (see IEC SC3D)
• Initiation of pilot test
• Capture of text
• Capture of graphic
• Installation of a validation and maintenance group
• . . .

IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 20 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Resumen /1

• Possibility to short the time from the first request to release
to three months instead of years

• SC3A  to change to a Maintenance and Validation team

• On-line and easy access via WWW Browser

• Decentralized electronic administration

• Printing on demand only

• Allows to use existing electronic file; minimized efforts

• Extendible by national organizations under their own
responsibility
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IEC TC3 Workshop - Proposal for a data model
SEABB 19087-612.ppt / 21 / 97-11-04 /© IEC 1997

Resumen from the Chairman of SC3B

• IEC SC3B/WG2 has devoted most of its resources in the past to
tasks which should have been primarily done in SC3A

• Series of 11714-1...3
• Control functions
• Coded character set IEC 61286
• Project description for a data base application

• SC3B is the user of results from SC3A
• i.e. SC3A is a service supplier to SC3B and final users
• SC3B has now established all methods for use in SC3A
• Way shown to make SC3A to be fit for the future

• SC3B/WG2 needs to concentrate on SC3B matters


